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Season's Greetings from SIDLER!
What are the Bathroom Design Trends for 2022?
Before we jump into looking at the exciting 2022 bathroom design trends, we
first want to wish everyone a Season's Greetings and a Happy Holidays for
2021! We at SIDLER hope you all have a wonderful Christmas season with well
wishes for a bright and joyous new year.

Let's take a look at the upcoming bathroom design trends for the
new year from an interior design expert.

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

To help us start this journey, SIDLER has been honoured to have Jamie
Banfield from Jamie Banfield Design who is the Founder and Principal Interior
Designer of this award-winning interior design firm to provide his expertise and
insight into the bathroom design trends for 2022.
So, without further ado, we will take you on a journey into what will be trending
for bathroom design in 2022.
Let’s get started!

Top 5 Bathroom Design Trends in 2022
By Jamie Banfield - Jamie Banfield Design
We are excited to see what 2022 has in store for design trends and styles!
There is a growing mindset of the bathroom as a space filled with a person’s
functional, every day needs reflective of their lifestyle choices, tastes and
preferences. So, all of these factors are relevant in the choices made when
putting together that tailored bathroom suite to create a harmony of style and
personality.
Whether it is a large and spacious principal bathroom or a small and compact
powder room; the bathroom space should embody a careful layering of certain
details and texture married together creating not only a tailored design, but a

design that has a familiarity and fit to suit the user.
Five key bathroom trends we are predicting that will spring up or grow in 2022
incorporate moody nostalgic pieces, working with timeless and clean whites,
layering tranquil details, elements of form and function, and a focus on unique
lighting.

WHITE ON WHITE
Classic whites have been an easy way to update any space and give it a crisp
and clean appearance, and we also know this is a colour finish that will work
with anyone’s taste. White is simply a classic touch to any space that adds
contrast, brightens up a space, and also adds that clean and crisp feel.

SHERWOOD LANE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

When flipping through magazine we might stop on a pericuan stylized
apartment with large span windows, layers of trim and crown mouldings paired
with contemporary or Scandinavian designed furniture pieces. These backdrop
walls, windows and mouldings are all painted in the same colour or a white on
white. And this cohesive, matching colour finish tricks the eyes by pulling your
glance from floor to ceiling without a breaking any lines making the space feel

airy, bright, and larger.
So in 2022, the trend we are going to start seeing is trim, doors, walls and
ceilings all painted the same colour or in a white-on-white colour theme creating
a clean canvas where splashes of personality are added.

SHERWOOD LANE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

TRANQUIL DETAILS
Natural textures and shapes not only add a timeless touch to a space, but it
also plays off those not so perfect shapes we find in nature resulting in giving
us a sense of calm and a tranquil environment.

SHERWOOD LANE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

Placing your hands on and touching natural textures such as, marble
countertops and matte finishes or silky porcelain bathtubs peaks the senses.
And then connecting the dots by meshing together each one of these textures
then creates a unique bathroom environment designed just for you. These
varied textures and details are inspired from traveling or other cultural
experiences, which all make a huge stamp on design trends in 2022 and over
the next few years to create tranquil, sophisticated curated bathroom spaces.

MARVEL STREET PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

As a pro tip, when selecting materials and finishes note how various and certain
textures will orchestrate with each other. So, observe the juxtaposition of
materials such as the polished mirror finish, the glass around your seamless
shower, the whole porcailine of your toilet and undermount sink.
The design trend for 2022, is playing with more matte finishes, honed and
three-dimensional textures to create a layered and eye-catching, cohesive
contrast between these polished items. Also, layering man-made materials
such as, large format porcaline tile flooring and shower surround smooth
materials ensures an easy to clean and maintained space.

MARVEL STREET PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

FORM AND FUNCTION
As the wish list for bathrooms keeps growing designers are tasked to create a
compact space.
When thinking of creating your dream bathroom space or updating your current
bathroom take some time and think over the space planning and layout of the
space. When we think of function, storage is the number one key desired item
for all areas of the home and especially, in the bathroom space.

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET ABOVE THE SINK VANITY &
THE SIDLER TALL CABINET NEXT TO THE VANITY FOR EVEN MORE

ADDITIONAL STORAGE

In 2022, we are seeing the old school not so sexy medicine cabinet reinvented
into a clean, seamless, custom mirrored cabinet design. These modern
mirrored cabinets can be installed together above a vanity to create hidden
storage or as a tall mirrored cabinet beside a free-standing tub to house all
those spa essentials, and also embedded as a unit above a toilet for some
additional hidden storage..

MCNAIR AVENUE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

As a pro tip, think of installing free-standing tubs asymmetrically and possibly
on an angle as it can take up less floor space in order to allow room for more
storage options or bathroom accessories or design touches. Also, wrapping
materials such as tile from wall to wall or floor to ceiling will make any space
feel larger. This further creates a bathroom that has functional form optimizing
the usability of this space.

MOODY NOSTALGIC

Romantic ambience has been associated with bathrooms for decades. And
items such as a pair of family heirloom cufflinks, a hand tied bowtie, and the
hand formed classic leather shoes and belt are all Victorian elements that can
be used to accessorize a tailored bathroom space.

MARVEL STREET PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

A growing trend over the last few years and ramping up to more high volume in
2022, is adding a moody nostalgic feature or texture into bathroom design. And
depending on whether the bathroom space is more casual or sophisticated; the
shade of colour used also reflects a moody nostalgia. For example, purple is
one of these colours.
Hence, throughout the bathroom space you will see layered tones and tints of
purple splashed here or there such as, the vanity, a vanity feature wall tile, in
countertop material and the feature tile throughout the shower and water closet.
You will also see purple tones or tints in materials that mimic a unique and
exotic natural stone.

SHERWOOD LANE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

“The bath should be the destination where one finds balance,” said Seth Fritz,
industrial designer. This is why in 2022, we will also see finishes in fixture and
fittings from manufactures who specialize in organic dark aged and moody
texture and finishes, which brings both depth and nuance for a sense of
beautiful complexity.
As a pro tip, mixing subtle tones and tints of a colour will make a space feel
cohesive and ensure the space will last the test of time and stay current. Bold
colours can add a date stamp and possibly make a space feel dated overtime
so, subtler tones and colour tints are more ageless. For example, matte black is
the darkest hue of them all and has been featured as a bathroom trend in 2021
and in prior design history, which is seen in stand-out fixtures or matte black
bathtubs. However, for 2022, black wall coverings wrapping the dramatic
finishes on the ceiling and dramatic flooring for a striking contrast will make a
larger stamp on a moody design trend in bathroom design.

In 2022, we will see a blooming trend of metals tiles, hand hammered metals
and leather accessories making is key stamp on design derived from Victorian
touches that can be added as a finishing touch for a tailored bathroom suite.

UNIQUE LIGHTING
Lighting is very important during the winter months due to the sun going down
and getting dark so early usually before your even leave work.
Therefore, proper lighting is not only helpful for being able to see, but it actually
enhances your mood and stabilizes our internal clock aiding in better deeper
sleeps. In a home, you have general lighting throughout your home as well as,
task lights such as lamps to help with day-to-day routine. This especially applies
in your bathroom space where general lighting, mood lighting and task lighting
are all key.
Have you ever considered accent lighting in your bathroom mirror to brighten
your day? One way to create all three key elements of lighting in the bathroom
space is a mirrored cabinet.

SIDLER SIDELIGHT MIRRORED CABINET WITH DIMMABLE
VERTICAL LED LIGHTING

A modern mirrored cabinet is not only a storage solution with sleek design, but
it also functions as a lighting source in the lit LED mirrored cabinet options
where some even come with a night-light function. For example, one
manufacturer is SIDLER International Ltd. They have so many lit mirrored
cabinet options such as the Sidelight collection for the perfect bathroom light
and task lighting, which illuminates on either side of your face for make-up

application and your other grooming needs.

SILDER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET FRAMED WITH DIMMABLE 45⁰ LED AMBIENT LIGHT & A
NIGHT-LIGHT - FROM KAI KITSILANO PROJECT

Or there is the SIDLER Quadro for a sophisticated, ambient light to illuminate
the bathroom space, and the LED light frames the cabinet design on all four
sides surrounding your face for an all-around illumination.

MARVEL STREET PROJECT - BY JAMIE
BANFIELD DESIGN

As well as a lit mirrored cabinet, other unique lighting you can add to your
bathroom design for 2022 is LED lighting in a shower wall cubby hole or
underneath the sink vanity to illuminate the floor.

CONCLUSION
When laying and combining all these elements into bathroom spaces, we mix
and match metals and decorative hardware lighting and those little touches
throughout the space. And in accessorizing a bathroom suite, we need to find a
common thread that pulls them all together into this weaving of a beautiful,
functional bathroom space.

SIDLER MODELLO MIRRORED CABINET WITH DIMMABLE
VERTICAL LED LIGHTS

And these threads may be a cool or warm colour pallet, a shape or form, a
texture or finish where with our eye for design; these can all be combined,
layered and tailored to create the perfect bathroom space to suit each
individual’s taste and functional needs.
Bathroom design in 2022 is all about adding unique elements in a single woven,
seamless manner to create a tailored and unique space.
Here ae some other great articles on bathroom design trends for 2022!
1) HGTV article.
2) Southern Living article.

THANK YOU TO OUR NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTOR!

SIDLER wants to thank Interior Designer, Jamie Banfield Design who
graciously offered his time, expertise and insights into the bathroom design
trends for 2022.

We are honoured you offered us your time and contribution!

JAMIE BANFIELD , OWNER AND PRINCIPAL DESIGNER FROM JAMIE
BANFIELD DESIGN

A full service, award-winning design team; Jamie Banfield Design specializes in
residential renovations and custom home design.
They have the ability to transform and create well-edited spaces that exude
both function and beauty all over Canada. One of many notable awards was
their 2019 NKBA BC award for, "Best Medium Kitchen".
Principal Designer, Jamie Banfield is also a local ‘interior design’ celebrity, often
appearing in Canadian TV media outlets providing his design insights, tips and
design trend projections.
Jamie's list of TV appearances:
1) January 2020 - Global TV News
2) October 2019 - Global TV News
3) October 2015 - That Talk Show
4) July 2015 - That Talk Show

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
REFLECTING ON YEAR 2021!

MICHAEL MERKLI, PRESIDENT AT
SIDLER INTERNATIONAL LTD.

As we wind down 2021, we are still in the midst of a second year of the Covid19 pandemic. Unfortunately, the global impact of the pandemic can be seen
everywhere from the worldwide supply chain difficulties to the national support
programs all the way to every living room. Even though, we all are affected by
this same pandemic, everyone is dealing with it differently because we are all
individuals with our own personal circumstances.
In trying times like these, we have to try our best to focus on key, positive
takeaways where and when we can. In terms of being able to connect with
people more easily, virtual tools have made it simpler to connect with friends
and business networks all across the globe. At SIDLER, we also discovered the
full potential of providing virtual online product training from our office to all of
our Brand Ambassadors, partners and customers. And the time we would have
normally invested into business travel has given us more opportunities for more
quantity and quality time at home with our families. Also, with reduced
opportunities for personal travel for a vacation or a weekend trip, this in turn has
created opportunities to invest more of our time spent on extracurricular
projects such as a home renovation and design or a garden scape project.
And speaking of home renovation and design, I want to touch on a couple of
our exciting collections from our product menu, and some of our exciting multiresidential projects.
SIDLER introduced the new XAMO collection for the exact the purpose of
offering home remodelers and builders a lit LED mirrored cabinet design option.

The SIDLER® XAMO collection is a simple, yet contemporary designed cabinet
for your small or large bathroom renovation or remodel. For example, your small
powder room renovation has space to accommodate a standard single door
XAMO with just the integrated overhead, horizontal dimmable LED light. Or for
a larger ensuite bathroom space, you can add the deluxe style, triple door
XAMO which includes both an overhead horizontal LED light and also the
addition of a dimmable integrated night light function plus, electrical outlets in
your bathroom renovation project. The XAMO mirrored cabinet adds the extra
touch with the simplicity of mirror and light combined in a functional storage
solution.
A lot of creative, modern designs takes fruition and comes alive across North
America. SIDLER in North America is honored to call the province of British
Columbia in Canada its home. And specifically in Canada’s west coast, high
luxury and functional storage solutions are sought after for the general home
space, but especially in the bathroom space. The luxurious SIDLER® QUADRO
mirrored cabinet is the perfect design and storage solution to meet these
desired design goals. A perfect example of this is, the QUADRO has most
recently been installed in a multi-residential townhouse development in
Vancouver BC called, the Kai Kitsilano project. The bright and crisp LED
lighting of the QUADRO unveils the beautiful design of the entire bathroom in
this project. And the owners will be able to enjoy hidden, integrated functions
such as night light, USB port and GFCI outlets.

THE TRIBUNE TOWER RESIDENCES BATHROOM FEATURING A
CUSTOMIZED SIDLER MODELLO MIRRORED CABINET

Another exciting multi-residential development project SIDLER is proud to be
part of as the mirrored cabinet provider for all of the bathrooms, is the Tribune
Tower Residences in Chicago, Illinois. This project began in January 2020 and
is close to completion in 2021.
The Tribune Tower, a historic Chicago structure with global significance has
gone through an amazing renovation and transformation into luxury

condominiums in a joint project by development groups CIM Group and Golub
& Company. The project’s designers include interior architect, The Gettys
Group, lead architect, Solomon Cordwell Buenz, and landscape architect Olin.
These residences represent beautiful, distinctive, and elegant luxury living
where each of its 162 units has its own unique character and exquisite design.
The Tribune Tower Residences, luxury refined bathrooms feature SIDLER’s
Modello customized to a specific height and features.
In thinking about of some of the joys, but mostly the challenges we faced in
2021, all we can do is take each day one day at a time and try to count our
blessings as we enter into another holiday season with hopes of a brighter
chapter in anticipation of the start of another new year. So, when we decorate
our homes and celebrate the holiday season or indulge and enjoy the fruits of
the home renovation and remodel projects we have accomplished this year; we
can also in counting our own blessings, send our blessings and hope and
support to all of the people who have faced difficulties in 2021, and continue to
deal with these challenges in their life.
I would like to thank the SIDLER team for all their hard and dedicated work.
And I would like to thank all our partners for their understanding and continued
support.
We at SIDLER, hope you enjoy the holiday season with your loved ones as we
all look forward to a new year in 2022!
Sincerely,
Michael Merkli
President of SIDLER International Ltd.

What else is happening in the SIDLER world?

SIDLER MIRRORED CABINETS AROUND THE GLOBE

WHAT MAKES SIDLER'S LIT LED MIRRORED CABINETS SO
SPECIAL?
OUR INNOVATIVE LED LIGHT AND THE NIGHT-LIGHT
FUNCTION!

SIDLER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET WITH NIGHTLIGHT FUNCTION

The features of SIDLER's lit LED mirrored medicine cabinet collections are
unique and innovative for a number of reasons.
One feature of our lit LED cabinets is, they are integrated with our own
proprietary proprietary CRI>90 (Colour Rendering Index) LED’s only available
to SIDLER, according to our own specs.

The CRI>90 LED's provide a more 'true to life' natural, crisp and clear

illumination so, you never leave the house with orange streaks of make up or
missing a hair from tweezing, and also ensuring your beard is groomed with
precision.
Plus, the added bonus is all of our lit LED cabinets are dimmable with a
low voltage (0-10V) dimmer switch!

Another unique feature of our lit LED mirrored medicine cabinet's is the NIGHTLIGHT function found in two of our collections; the SIDLER® Quadro and our
newest collection, the SIDLER® Xamo.

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET WITH NIGHTLIGHT FUNCTION

The Quadro has a dimmable night-light integrated into its 45⁰ light design, which
frames all four sides of the cabinet for an innovative, ambient illumination that
lights up your bathroom with mood and task lighting.
The Xamo is available in two design styles; the standard and the deluxe. The
deluxe style offers a GFCI outlet plus, dimmable top light and bottom nightlight. The Xamo is modern functionality with a sleek, dimmable light design,
which provides optimum illumination for your bathroom.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A NIGHT-LIGHT IN YOUR BATHROOM?

SIDLER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET WITH DIMMABLE LED LIGHT
AND NIGHTLIGHT FUNCTION

Whether you have young kids who get up at night, a pet who needs to be let
out, or frequent trips to the bathroom, there is a chance that at least someone in
your household is walking the hallways at night. Hence, an LED night-light can
prevent waking up others in the household and more importantly, prevent a
tripping hazard in the hallway or bathroom or a fall down the stairs.
As well, a night-light in your bathroom especially, when illuminated from a
mirrored medicine cabinet greatly reduces any sleep disruptions from trips to
the bathroom in the middle of the night. This way, you can get back to sleep
quickly and be well rested. And when you wake up in the morning to brush your
teeth or for your morning shower, you can adjust your eyes slowly to the
morning daylight in your bathroom and ease into waking yourself up with a
night-light.
Also, an energy-saver advantage of using a SIDLER proprietary LED night light
is it consumes 90% less energy than incandescent night-lights, and it could be
years before you would have to replace the bulb.
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE QUADRO AND
THE XAMO, AND SIDLER'S OTHER LIT LED MIRRORED CABINETS!

HOLIDAY SEASON HOURS OF OPERATION FOR 2021!

SIDLER'S 2021 HOLIDAY SEASON OFFICE SCHEDULE

The SIDLER International Ltd. North America office will be closed over the
holiday season from December 24, 2021 until January 2, 2022.
The last day to submit your product orders is December 20, 2021 at 4:00
pm PST. Orders placed by December 20, will be shipped out by December
23, 2021. Any orders placed after this date will not ship out until the new
year on January 6, 2021.

SIDLER'S COMEDY CABINET
This is a feature of our newsletter where we will share a joke or pun or an
image gif with you! We invite everyone to share your jokes/puns and images
with us!

PLEASE TALK BEHIND OUR BACKS AND GOSSIP
ABOUT SIDLER!

FOLLOW SIDLER AND TALK ABOUT US!

Just a friendly reminder to follow us, comment, share your
experience on any of our social media feeds. Please share with
your business partners, clients, colleagues and friends!
Click on any of the icons below!

VIISIT OUR WEBSITE OR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!

Written by, Sally Mark
Marketing and Communications Manager
SIDLER International Ltd.
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